
INTRODUCTION

Hydrogen bonding is one of the most
important phenomena in chemistry because it is
crucial to understand many different interactions
both in the gas phase and in condensed media1,2.
In a particular arrangement, which is represented
by the intramolecular hydrogen bonds, two ends of
the same molecule interact, resulting in a ring like
structure. The properties of intramolecular hydrogen
bond very often differ from those of intermolecular
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ABSTRACT

The strength of the O–H···O hydrogen bridge in acetylacetone (AA) and acetylacetone
derivatives is depending on the nature and size of the substitute groups and on the substitution
position. We investigated the effect of electron-pull and electron-donor substitute on the formation
of intramolecular hydrogen bonding at 3-substituted acetylacetone derivatives such as
nitroacetylacetone (NAA) and methylacetylacetone (MAA). In this research NAA and MAA
structures were fully optimized with B3LYP/6-31G*, 6-31G** and 6-311G**. From the electronic
data we found that intramolecular hydrogen bonding in NAA is stronger than MAA.

Key words: Intramolecular hydrogen bond; Acetylacetone; Electronic data parameters.

hydrogen bond and a number of regularities and
relationships resulting from a general theory of
hydrogen bond cannot be fulfilled in the case of
intramolecular hydrogen bond. Intramolecular
hydrogen bonding has a large impact on the
reactivity of molecules.

One of the more significant structures
capable of bearing hydrogen bonds is the O–H···O
unit, which is the most widely studied and
documented in this respect3-6. Acetylacetone
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(pentane-2,4-dione, here labelled AA) is one of the
simplest members of β-diketones, which has been
extensively studied both experimentally and
theoretically7-10. AA is postulated to have unusually
strong H-bonds (O–H···O type) in their cyclic,
conjugated enolic forms (Figure 1). The strength of
the O–H···O hydrogen bridge in acetylacetone and
acetylacetone derivatives is depending on the
nature and size of the substitute groups and on the
substitution position5,6,11. Several experimental data
suggest that the strength of such a bridge is
enhanced when the H atom in position 3 is
substituted by electron-withdrawing groups12-13, and
it increases strongly when very cumbersome
substituents are involved because steric
interactions push the two oxygen atoms closer to
each other14-18.

The ab initio calculations using the Møller–
Plesset approach indicate that strengthening of the
hydrogen bridge, on passing from the parent (AA)
to the 3-substituted derivatives, is not so relevant
as expected on the ground of literature data, the
maximum increase being about 21 kJ mol-1 (in 3-t-
butyl-acetylacetone)19.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Ab initio calculations were carried out for
nitroacetylacetone (NAA) and methylacetylacetone
(MAA) using the Gaussian 98 program (Figure 2).
We optimized the geometries of NAA and MAA to
calculate ground state properties Becke’s three
parameter hybrid method (Becke, 1988) with the
Lee et al. (1988)20 correlation functional methods
(B3LYP)  and the following 6-31G*, 6-31G** and 6-
311G** basis set. The Gaussian program does semi-
empirical and ab initio calculations.

We chose B3LYP as according to
Monajjemi et al.21-22 this method is appropriate for
calculating NMR properties

Important information that can be gleaned
from these calculations is the Hartree-Fock energy
(”E), Atomic charge and Dipole moment (Debye).
We used Gaussian98 at the NMR shift calculation
using the B3LYP and 6-31G*, 6-31G** and 6-311G**
basis set, as these calculations provide valuable
information for exploring the experimental NMR

chemical shifts. The chemical shielding refers to the
phenomenon which associated with the secondary
magnetic field created by the induced motions of
the electrons that surrounding the nuclei when in
the presence of an applied magnetic field for
chemical shielding (CS) tensors, which describes
how the size of shielding varies with molecular
orientation. The two values of the shielding tensor
are frequently expressed as the isotropic value (σiso),
the anisotropy shielding (σaniso) and the other
parameters23-24.

The calculations also provide valuable
information for exploring the thermodynamic
parameters. Geometry optimization in NAA and AA
was performed at the B3LYP method and using and
6-31G*, 6-31G** and 6-311G** basis set. We
obtained the energy (ΔE), enthalpies (ΔH), Gibbs
free energy (ΔG), entropies (ΔS) of NAA and
MAA25-26.

We also studied electronic structures of
NAA and MAA using Natural Bond Orbital (NBO)
analysis at the same levels that were mentioned
above in gas phase. A full NBO analysis is obtained
in Gaussian 9827-29. The main listing of NBOs,
displaying the form and occupancy of the complete
set of NBOs that span the input AO space and for
each orbital gives the type of orbital and the
occupancy29-31.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

NMR parameters
In this section we report and analyze NMR

shielding tensors of 1H, 13C, 17O-NMR such as
isotropic shielding (σiso) and anisotropic shielding
(σaniso) of MAA and its NAA, which obtain at B3LYP
level using 6-31G*, 6-31G** and 6-311G** basis
set in gas phase. The NMR technique is based on
the sensitivity of magnetic proper ties. The
calculation of NMR parameters using ab initio
methods has important role in the molecular
structure investigation. The quantitative knowledge
of chemical shielding anisotropy (CSA) tensors is
important in the context of bimolecular applications
of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). In our
current research, we have presented the results of
our studies the intramolecular hydrogen bonding
effects on the 1H, 13C, 15N-NMR shielding tensors of
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MAA and NAA. According to our theoretical data, it
is apparent that the intramolecular hydrogen
bonding effects seem quite significant. The 1H, 13C,
17O-NMR parameters of MAA and NAA are given in
Table 1. According to Table 1, at three levels are
shown the isotropic shielding value (σ iso) and
anisotropic shielding value (σaniso) for C2, C3, C4, O7,

Oa and the hydrogen atom that in the  intramolecular
hydrogen bond formation is involved (H17 in NAA
and H18 in MAA). The calculated results in Table 1
showed that isotropic shielding value (σiso) for H17

atom of NAA is smaller than H18 atom of MAA, while
anisotropic shielding value (σaniso) for H17 atom of
NAA is greater than H18 atom of MAA. In fact, H17 in

Table 1: NMR parameters, atomic charge and dipole moment (¼) for NAA and MAA with three levels

Table 2. Relative thermochemical parameters (energy ΔΔΔΔΔE kcal/mol, enthalpy
ΔΔΔΔΔH kcal/mol, and Gibbs free energy ΔΔΔΔΔG kcal/mol, and entropy ΔΔΔΔΔS cal/ (molK),

of NAA and MAA obtained in gas phase using three level

Table 3: Bond lengths ( r, A f ) for NAA and MAA
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NAA is more influenced by the magnetic field and
is deshielder than H18.  Also listed in Table 1 show
that dipole moment of MAA is more than that NAA.

According to Table 1, in both structures
the atomic charge of O7 atom is negative value
whereas H17 and H18 atoms have positive values.
Our obtained results from the analysis of the
calculated values yielded strong evidence that
existence of electron-pull and electron-donor
substitute effect on the C3 atom and intramolecular
hydrogen bonding effect play very important role in
determining the 1H, 13C, 17O -NMR chemical
shielding tensors of NAA and MAA. With B3LYP/6-
31G* level, atomic charge O7 and H17 in NAA is -
0.565 and 0.465 whereas atomic charge O7 and
H18 in MAA is -0.598 and 0.450, respectively.
Electronic effects plays important role in determining
the chemical shielding tensors. The electron-donor

substitutes increase electronic density and
shielding value, while electron-pull substitutes
decrease electronic density and shielding value.
O7 in NAA has low atomic charge rather than O8 in
MAA, there for H17 in NAA is free and contribute in
formation of intramolecular hydrogen bonding. Also
σiso value H17 is 26.060 ppm and H18 is 26.073 ppm.
Our obtained results show good agreement was
observed between atomic charges and NMR
parameters.

Frequency calculations
The relative energy (ΔE), standard

enthalpies (ΔH), entropies (ΔS), Gibbs free energy
(ΔG) and constant volume molar heat capacity (Cv)
values of NAA and MAA was obtained by theoretical
methods using the 6-31G*, 6-31G** and 6-311G**
basis set to obtain minima of the potential energy.
In this paper according to values listed in Table 2,

Table 4: Second order perturbation theory analysis of Fock matrix
in NBO basis threshold for printing: 0.50 kcal/mol for NAA and MAA
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we compared intramolecular hydrogen bonding
effect on thermochemical parameters of the NAA
and MAA.

The calculated results in Table 2 showed
that the relative energy (ΔE) Gibbs free energy (ΔG)
and standard enthalpies (ΔH) values of NAA in the
three levels are negative values and entropy (ΔS)
and constant volume molar heat capacity (Cv)
values  are positive. The thermochemical

parameters values in NAA are larger than MAA that
shows NAA is more stable than MAA.

Geometry optimization
Analysis of the geometrical parameters

and according to values listed in Table 3 indicates
that the main effect of 3-substitution is a lengthening
of r (O7-H18) in MAA shortening of r (O7-H17) in NAA,
that showing an electron-donor group decrease
length bond O-H and electron-pull group increase

Table 5: Calculated NHOs and the polarization coefficient for each
hybrid in the corresponding NBO (in parentheses) for NAA and MAA

Table 6: Occupancy and energy (kcal/mol) for NAA structure and MAA structure.
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Fig. 1:  Intramolecular hydrogen bond
in enol form of Acetylacetone (AA)

Fig. 2: Structure of a: nitroacetylacetone (NAA) and b: methylacetylacetone (MAA)

length bond O-H. Also r (C2-C3) and r (C3-C4) in NAA
is longer than MAA, while r (C2-O8) and r (C4-O7) in
NAA is shorter than MAA. With existence electron-
pull group and formation of intramolecular hydrogen
bonding increase length bond O-H but reduce
length bond C-O.

NBO analysis
Natural bond orbital analysis provides the

accurate possible natural Lewis structure. The result

of interaction is a loss of occupancy from the
concentration of electron NBO of the idealized
Lewis structure into an empty non-Lewis orbital. A
careful examination of all possible interactions
between ‘‘filled’’ (donor) Lewis-type NBOs and
‘‘empty’’ (acceptor) non-Lewis NBOs, allows us to
get an estimate of their energetic importance by
second-order perturbation theory. For each donor
(i) and acceptor (j), the stabilization energy E(2)

associates with the delocalization i       j. The strengths
of these delocalization interactions, E(2), are
estimated by second order perturbation theory.
Some of significant donor–acceptor interactions and
their second order perturbation stabilization
energies E(2) which were NAA and MAA are given
in Table 4. This section shows some of the donor–
acceptor interactions and their second order
perturbation energies (E(2)) for NAA and MAA.

It seems that in NBO analysis of hydrogen
bond systems, the charge transfer between the lone
pairs of proton acceptor and antibonds of proton
donor is most significant. The results of the NBO

analysis in Table 4 show that in NAA structure,
LP(2)O8 participates as donor and the BD*(O7–H17)
interactions as acceptor in intramolecular hydrogen
bonding interaction and in MAA structure, LP(2)O8

participates as donor and the BD*(O7–H18)
interactions as acceptor in intramolecular hydrogen
bonding interaction. Electron density is transferred
from one pair LP(2)O8 to the anti-bonding BD*(O7–
H17) orbital’s in NAA and LP(2)O8 to the anti-bonding
BD*(O7–H18) orbital’s in MAA. The resonance energy
(E(2)) indicates amount of Participation of electrons
in the resonance.

According to the simple bond orbital
picture, each bonding NBO is defined as an orbital
formed from two directed valence hybrids (NHOs)
hA, hB on atoms A and B, with corresponding
polarization coefficients cA, cb. Table 5 show share
of orbitals contribute in the bonds (BD for 2-center
bond). According to Table 3, by using B3LYP/6-
311G** for NAA, in the O7-H17 bond, BD=
0.9052sp2.71d0.01 + 0.4250s reported. Polarization
coefficients of the O7-H17 bond O7= 0.9052 and H17=
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0.4250 reported, that sizes of these coefficients
show the importance of the hybrid of O7 in the
formation of the bond, while for MAA in the O7-H18

bond BD= 0.8990sp2.73d0.01 + 0.4379s reported.
Polarization coefficients of the O7-H18 bond O7=
0.8990 and H18= 0.4379 reported, that sizes of these
coefficients show the importance of the hybrid of O7

in the formation of the bond. Also values of
Polarization coefficients H17 and H18 show share of
contribute H18 in bond O7-H18 at MAA is greater than
share of contribute H17 in bond O7-H17 at NAA. There
for H17 in NAA greater than H18 in

MAA contribute in formation of intramolecular
hydrogen bonding

In the present study, we used a
combination of theoretical tools to compare
nitroacetylacetone (NAA) structure and
methylacetylacetone (MAA) structure. The following
conclusions are obtained from the current study:
1. The most stable structure, according to the

optimization energy is NAA. It seems that
intramolecular hydrogen bonding in NAA is
stronger than MAA.

2. NBO analysis indicated the presence of
donor-acceptor centers in the investigated
structures. In both the structures the
resonance energy (E(2)) indicates amount of
Participation of electrons in the resonance.
The comparison between the NBO analysis

of two Compounds shows that values of E(2)

for MAA are lower than NAA which means
that in the MAA structure lesser electrons
are involved in the resonance.

3. The siso value of H17 in the NAA structure is
lower than siso value of H18 in MAA structure.
This means that electron density around H17

is lower than H18. There for participation of
H17 at formation intramolecular hydrogen
bonding is higher than that H18 in MAA.

4. The comparison of thermochemistry
parameters of two structures that are
expressed show that DG, DH, DE, DS and
Cv values for NAA are more than those of
MAA which again indicates the greater
stability of NAA.

5. Analysis of the geometrical parameters and
according to values listed showing an
electron-donor group decrease length bond
O-H and electron-pull group increase length
bond O-H. With existence electron-pull group
in NAA and formation of intramolecular
hydrogen bonding increase length bond O-
H but reduce length bond C-O.

6. Finally, our studies on the structures showed
that intramolecular hydrogen bonding in
NAA stronger than that MAA and NAA
structure and NAA is more stable than MAA
structure.
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